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Several clusters of events in the world and of fiends in scholaiship have
combined to require a new approach (o history in general and to the history of
education in particular. Leading all other events in their cumulative effects upon the
vast majority of mankind is the coming to political independence of the peoples of
more than half the world in less than a generation following the end of Woild War II.
By the opening of the 1970s more than sixty of the sovereign nations of the world
were less than twenty years old. They had hccn released fiom 01 had tluown off the
colonial rule of the Western empires faster than anyone had dieamed possible before
1945. In their economic, political, and social conditions the new nations landed from
being mostly traditional to highly modcrni/cd. '['he gap between their stale of
development and that of the most modernised of the older sovereign nations con-
stitutes one of the most portentous and dangerous facts of contempoiary hie. A world
half poor and half rich can be no more secure than a nation half slave and half fiee.
What is particularly important is that this enormous disparity in the human
condition is now rccogni/cd as having been caused in some measure by massive
disparities in education. The rich nations are well educated; the poor nations are
poorly educated. The gap between the more modern nations and the less modern
nations is no less an educational gap than an economic or technological gap.1 So, as
the leaders of the new nations have launched their piograms to nuuleini/e their
economies, achieve a national unity and integrity, improve their uiral and uihan ways
of life, and strengthen popular participation in their national affaiis, they have turned
to education as one of their chief resources for moderni/ation. Natuially, they have
turned to the more developed nations to see what lessons, both good and bad, they
can learn from earlier experiences with education in the moderni/ation piocess, what
they can emulate and adapt, and what they should reject as harmful and alien.
No one who has not lived, worked, and grappled with the staggering problems of
a people seeking to become modern while faced with the mountainous forces of
tradition can appreciate the difficulty of what Lauriston Sharp, the Cornell University
anthropologist, calls "a wholly new phenomenon in human history: men standing in
one cultural age, demanding another.1'2 This demand requires that the peoples of both
cultural ages reassess the role that education lias played in the building of their
societies, recognizing that sometimes education enhances the Ibices of tradition and
stability and at other times speeds the processes of social change and modernisation.
A second cluster of events that requires reiriterpretation in the history of
education is typified by the cumulative crises that welled up in the modern societies of
the 1960s. It is an irony of major proportions that just as half the world was aspiring
to become modern as rapidly as possible, grave doubts were being raised in the already
modern nations about the desirability of the very modernity to which the traditional
societies were aspiring. The industrialization and technology Unit had made possible a
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